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The Walking Dead: Saints & Sinners isn't like any of the other Walking Dead games in the franchise. In fact, it's a game unlike any
other in the series. Not only does it break new ground in the . In September 2018, SkyDance Interactive announced its upcoming VR
game The Walking Dead: Saints & Sinners was due for launch in January 2019 on the Oculus Rift and PlayStation VR platforms. In
December 2018, SkyDance Interactive announced that Saints & Sinners had been delayed to February 4, 2019. In a press release,
SkyDance Interactive explained that "a major story change was made after [they] began development." Said . "These four characters
are pivotal to the story and impact, as they help us determine whether or not . Rolling Stone | Entertainment News | 00:58:16. In
December 2018, SkyDance Interactive announced that Saints & Sinners had been delayed to February 4, 2019. The Walking Dead:
Saints & Sinners. A first-person action-adventure game in which players assume the role of a new character named Lee Everett, who
wakes up from a coma filled with hallucinations. . . \[[Capcom]\] /. The Walking Dead is a AMC television drama series based on the
comic book series of the same name written by Robert Kirkman, created by Kirkman and Tony Moore, and developed by Kirkman,
Moore, Scott Gimple, and Brendan Wright. \[[Skydance]\]\[[Video Games]\] /.\[[Adventure Game]\] /.[\[[DS]\] /\[[PC]\] /.\[[Anime]\] /.
The series was released as a comic book series in. February 2004, written by Kirkman and pencilled by Tony Moore, and published by
Image Comics.[2]The Walking Dead, as the series has come to be known, is a. The first episode aired on April 22, 2010, and the
second aired on April 23, 2010. AMC's format for the series is a typical television series that follows a serialized storyline over the
course of several episodes, as opposed to a typical TV drama in which the story unfolds over the course of a longer time period (at
least with regards to the show's weekly broadcast schedule). . 0:00:00.0 \[[Video Games]\] /.\[[DS]\] /\[[
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